Where to Eat @ UMD

1. Stamp Union
   - The Coffee Bar (Starbucks served)
   - Hibachi San
   - Qdoba
   - Chick-fil-A
   - Panda Express
   - Saladworks
   - Moby Freestyle
   - Maryland Dairy
   - Union Pizza

2. The Hotel
   - Bagels ‘n Grinds
   - GrillMarx
   - Potomac Pizza

3. Marriott Hotel
   - The Common

4. Other Restaurants (Off Campus)
   - The Hall CP
   - The Board and Brew
   - McDonald’s
   - Taco Bell
   - Denny’s
   - Sweetgreen
   - LaTao Hotpot
   - Looney’s Pub
   - Mulligan’s Grill and Pub
   - Jumbo Jumbo Café
   - Subway
   - Saburo Ramen Bar
   - Hanami Japanese Restaurant
   - College Park Grill (Cambria Hotel)